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accurate computations, the divergence free condition for the EM fields in the source free regions needs to be addressed by an additional penalty term, commonly called Gauge condition, to alleviate possible spurious solutions [13] , [15] .
As a result, in FEM the use of Edge-based FEM (EFEM), also called Ne`de`lec elements, has become very popular for solving EM fields problems. In fact, EFEM is often said to be a cure for many difficulties that are encountered (particularly eliminating spurious solutions) and they are claimed to yield accurate results [13] , [16] , [21] . The basis functions of Ne`de`lec elements are vectorial functions defined along the element edges at the center of each edge. The tangential continuity of either electric or magnetic field is imposed automatically on the element's interfaces while the normal components are still can be discontinuous [13] . As a result, EFEM has the capability to model the frequency/time domain EM fields in the inhomogeneous complex bodies at any resistivities contrasts and at any survey types.
In this paper, we present the field formulation of Maxwell's equations for a 3D marine CSEM scenario and its parallel calculation. The software package is based on an abstract data structure and is focused in three main tasks: the edge conductivity computation, the primary electric field computation and the electric field interpolation. Common FEM functions such as assembly, ordering nodes and elements and solvers are based on FEniCS project. This approach allows the use different kinds of solvers with little effort.
We structured the paper as follows: in section two we describe the background theory of CSEM. In section three and four, we present the formulation of EM field equations in isotropic domains and the theory of Ne`de`lec vectorial basis functions respectively. In section five we describe the main modules of our parallel framework to compute the EM field and its interpolation on unstructured tetrahedron meshes. Finally, an scalability test of the code is presented.
Abstract-This paper presents a parallel computing scheme for the data computation that arise when applying one of the most popular electromagnetic methods in exploration geophysics, namely, controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM). The computational approach is based on linear edge finite element method in 3D isotropic domains. The total electromagnetic field is decomposed into primary and secondary electromagnetic field. The primary field is calculated analytically using an horizontal layered-earth model and the secondary field is discretized by linear edge finite element method. We pre-calculated the primary field through of an embarrassingly-parallel framework in order to exploit the parallelism and the advantages of geometric flexibility. The numerical-computational formulation presented here is able to work with three different orientations for the dipole or excitation source. Our code is implemented on unstructured tetrahedral meshes because are able to represent complex geological structures and they allow local refinement in order to improve the solution's accuracy. The code's performance is studied through a test of scalability.
Keywords-High Performance Computing, exploration geophysics, edge-based finite element, Controlled-source Electromagnetic Method.
I. INTRODUCTION N the geological context around the oil wells, the electric conductivity is a parameter that plays an important role. The
I
Marine Controlled-Source Electromagnetic Method (CSEM) has emerged as a useful exploration technique for mapping offshore hydrocarbon reservoirs and characterizing gas hydrates bearing shallow sediments [2] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [18] , [14] . The 3D EM modeling requires solving diffusive Maxwell's equations in a discretized form. The most popular numerical methods for EM forward modeling are Finite Difference (FD), Finite Element Method (FEM) and Integral Equation (IE).
Between them , the FEM is more suitable for modeling EM response in complex geometries. In 3D surveys, the domain can be discretized using hexahedral or tetrahedron elements. The EM field within each element of the domain can be approximated by either linear or higher order polynomial basis functions.
The node-based FEM was applied in the past to model EM data by solving the coupled equations for the vector and scalar potentials and also for solving Maxwell's equations for electric and magnetic fields [15] , [24] , [25] . However, for II. MARINE CSEM Marine Controlled-source Electromagnetic Methods (CSEM) are a type of geophysical strategies to study the subsurface electrical conductivity distribution with an ample range of applications. CSEM techniques can be divided into two groups depending on the domain in which collected data is interpreted: time domains (TDEM) or frequency domains (FDEM). In the case of oil prospecting, marine CSEM surveys are done predominantly using FDEM [11] , [14] .
In marine CSEM, also referred as seabed logging [10], a deep-towed electric dipole transmitter is used to produce a low frequency EM signal (primary field) which interacts with the electrically conductive Earth and induces eddy currents that become sources of a new EM signal (secondary field). The two fields, the primary and the secondary one, add up to a resultant field, which is measured by remote receivers placed on the seabed. Since the secondary field at low frequencies, for which displacement currents are negligible, depends primarily on the electric conductivity distribution of the ground, it is possible to detect thin resistive layers beneath the seabed by studying the received signal [15] . Operating frequencies of transmitters in CSEM may range between 0.1 and 10 Hz, and the choice depends on the dimensions of a model. In most studies, typical frequencies vary from 0.25 to 1 Hz, which means that for source-receiver offsets of 10-12 km, the penetration depth of the method can extend to several kilometres below the [15] . The disadvantage of marine CSEM is its relatively low resolution compared to seismic imaging. Therefore, marine CSEM is almost always used in conjunction with seismic surveying as the latter helps to constrain the resistivity model. background conductivity. Actually, our formulation works for general isotropic domains.
In EM field formulations with FEM and EFEM, the anomalous formulations are desirable to overcome the mesh refinement in order to capture the rapid change of the primary current [4] . In the anomalous field formulation of EM field problem, the total field is decomposed into primary (background) and secondary fields [25] :
Based on this formulation, one can equation for the secondary electric field: (3) (4) derive the following
From 5, we can see that the source term for this equation is the primary electric field, which is much smoother than the source current. In this sense, our formulation is able to work with three different orientations for the primary excitation source or dipole, which are given by:
X-directed dipole:
Marine CSEM is a viable and cost-effective oil exploration technique. When integrated with other geophysics data, mainly seismic information, CSEM surveys are promising for adding value in shallow/deep waters. The outcomes and analysis of modeling with CSEM produce a more robust understanding of the prospection.
In geophysical applications, the low frequency satisfies the following Maxwell's equations:
with Υ and Ψ determined by:
I · dS where we adopt the harmonic time dependence e −iωt , ω is the angular frequency , µ 0 is the free space magnetic permeability, J s is the induced current in the conductive earth and σ is the IV. EDGE-BASED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD The EFEM uses vector basis functions defined on the edges of the corresponding elements. Similar to the conventional node-based FEM, the domain can be discretized using rectangular, tetrahedron, hexahedron or other complex elements [3], [13] .
Our solution is based on linear tetrahedron elements (six edges per element). Figure 2 is an illustration of the tetrahedron edge element that we used with node and edge indexing.
If the edges numbers and their associated nodes i1 and i2 are defined as in 
where £ e is the length of edge i. The gradients for each basis i function are given by the following expressions:
Therefore, using barycentric coordinates defined by [3], [13] , the expanded form of basis functions is the following:
2. An illustration of tetrahedron edge element. The red numbers indicates the node index and the black numbers are the index of edges.
e 2d e e (λ ) − d (λ ) · k Following the work by [13] , the tangential component of the electric field is assigned to the mid-point of each edge of the corresponding element. Therefore, the electric field within each element can be approximated by:
where the coefficient E e corresponds to the projected tangen-4 2 1 (6V ) 2 4 i tial primary field over edge i given by the dot product between E p and the unit vector of edge i, namely:
func- Actually, our software package is based on a shared memory parallel model defined by the OpenMP standard [20] . OpenMP has been widely adopted in the scientific computing community, and most vendors supports its Application Programming Interface (API) in their compiler suites. OpenMP offers not only parallel programs portability but, being based on directives, also a simple way to maintain a single code for the serial and parallel version of an application.
To exploit the advantages of geometric flexibility, our parallel approach is focused on embarrassingly parallel tasks related with the primary field computation. The main feature of this kind of parallelism is that does not exists data or communication dependency between these parallel tasks. In EFEM formulations the minimum level of computing work is related with the edges in the mesh. Therefore, our framework is integrated by the following modules: The first two points are pre-processing tasks, while point 3 is a post-processing task. The algorithmic descriptions of each task are provided by algorithms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Parallel cycles are highlighted in yellow.
divergence free but not curl free, namely, ∇ · N = 0 and ∇ × i N e / = 0. The vector edge basis functions are also continuous i at the element boundaries. As a result, the divergence free condition of the electric field in the source free region and the continuity conditions are imposed directly in the EFEM formulation.
In order to obtain correct results and since the DOFs are integrals over edges, is necessary get an uniform global orientation. Namely, a positive orientation for each edge in the mesh is needed. To do that, our approach works as follows.
If an edge adjoins two nodes n i and n j , the direction of the edge as going from node n i to node n j if i < j. This simple algorithm gives a unique orientation of each edge in the mesh.
On the other hand, the local orientation of edges within an element is determined by his nodes indexes. For instance, the local edge direction for the element defined in The embarrassingly parallelism in algorithms 1 and 2 is quite clear. On the other hand, algorithm 3 has two levels of parallelism, the first one is related with the nodes (outer loop) and the second one is related with the elements that sharing the node of outer loop. Since these loops are not squares, the use of OpenMP collapse-clause is not possible. Therefore, we parallelize the outer loops with a dynamic schedule in sake of a good load balancing.
where i is the edge index within element e that adjoins node e i1
with node e . i2 V. PARALLEL APPROACH Despite the popularity of the EFEM, there are few implementations of it. Furthermore, the 3D modeling of geophysical EM problems can easily overwhelm single core and modest multi-core computing resources [19] . To alleviate these issues, our parallel framework is based on an abstract data structure and is focused in three main tasks: the edge conductivity computation, the primary electric field computation and the electric field interpolation. Common FEM functions such as assembly, ordering nodes and elements and solvers are based in FEniCS [26] . This approach allows the use different kinds of solvers with little effort.
VI. RESULTS AND SCALABILITY TEST
To verify the accuracy and performance of our modeling, we used the in-line (the source and receivers are in the same line position) model of figure 3 which was defined by [7] , [23] . The experiments were performed on the Marenostrum supercomputer with two 8 cores Intel Xeon processors E52670 for i = 1 : s do Loop over edges (] computation of edge i given by: Mid-points computation of edge i given by: two nodes e{n i1 , n i2 } i = 1, 2, . . . , s A finite set of elements expressed by their four nodes: ,1)+N (e(ni2 ,1) h
A finite set of elements expressed by their six edges: ,3) E e {e i1 , e i2 , e i3 , e i4 , e i5 , e i6 } i = 1, 2, . . . , t A finite set of electric fields associated to each edge, which are output from the Depending the source orientation, the primary field computation of edge i in his mid-point is given by:
A finite set of electric components per node:
. . , r. Electric field projection E i , which is given by: u(E n (j)) = Equation 19 at 2.6 GHz per node. To increase the solution's accuracy, our implementation used an uniform refinement by Netgen mesh generator [17] .
In order to validate our numerical formulation and the excitation source, we compute the primary field for a the background layered-earth model of figure 3. The primary field of a x-directed dipole is show in figure 4 . Sub-plots a, b and c in figure 4 show the electric field per component. Sub-plots d, e and f figure 4 depict the rotation of the electric field in order to demonstrated the reciprocity theorem: the electric field produced by an horizontal electric dipole (HED) is equivalent to the azimuthal electric field generated by a vertical electric dipole (VED). Table II 
end where S is the amount of time to complete a work unit with 1 processing unit, n is the number of processing units and Sn is the amount of time to complete the same unit of work with n processing units. In table II the time is expressed in seconds. Figure 5 show the parallel scalability pattern of our framework. Tests 3 and 4 waste more cycles than tests 1 and 2 due to parallel overhead. A good lesson learned is that the communication overhead increases in proportion to the number of processes used. However, since our approach is based on embarrassingly parallel tasks, in our tests the communication overhead has no an important negative impact in the parallel scalability. As a result, we obtained a quasi linear speed-up, which is plotted in figure 6. VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK Marine CSEM, edge-based numerical formulation and its implementation on unstructured tetrahedral meshes were dis-100 and solvers are based on third party platforms. This approach allows the use different kinds of solvers with little effort.
The developed code was tested for different meshes (based on uniform refinement) of a typical layered-earth model of the hydrocarbons reservoir. The strong scaling test show that our parallel framework is profitable because the execution time is reduced. We achieved a quasi linear parallel efficiency. The test considers only the computation time of embarrassingly parallel tasks. In our experiments the minimum execution time is not limited by the communication overhead. As a result, we achieved a quasi linear speed-up.
Future work will be aimed in two lines. Firstly, at the implementation of an hybrid parallel model (MPI-OpenMP) to improve the computation time of the whole solution. Secondly, on adding more physical parameters such as topography, bathymetry and anisotropy. cussed. Marine CSEM is nowadays a well-known geophysical prospecting tool in the off-shore environment and a commonplace in industry. Then, we developed a parallel edge-based finite element algorithm to solve diffusive EM fields in 3D isotropic domains. The use of vectorial basis functions (edge basis) instead of the node basis function (Lagrange basis) results in the FEM break-through as a tool to model the EM response accurately. Our numerical approach automatically enforce the divergence free conditions for EM fields. Moreover, the continuity of the tangential EM is satisfied automatically as well. Furthermore, the numerical formulation for the excitation source presented here is able to produce electric fields in any direction.
Our parallel framework is based on an abstract data structure with a strong emphasis in three main tasks of CSEM surveys: the edge conductivity computation, primary electric field computation and the electric field interpolation. Common FEM functions such as assembly, ordering nodes and elements [5] [6] [7] [8]
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